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Linewidth-modulated motional Stark effect measurements of internal field
structure in low-field configurations

E. A. Reinecke,a) R. J. Fonck,b) and T. A. Thorson
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1500 Engineering Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

~Presented on 21 June 2000!

Motional Stark effect measurements of internal field structure in low-field magnetic confinement
configurations are considered for both magnitude and direction of the local magnetic field. The
amplitude and phase delay of an oscillating spectral linewidth driven by a rotating polarizer provides
a means of determining the magnitude and direction of the total field simultaneously while avoiding
difficulties of neutral beam energy drift. Photon-noise limit estimates for a diagnostic beam on the
low-field PEGASUS toroidal experiment indicate sensitivities of roughly 20 G and 0.2° for the
magnitude and direction angle. These values are sufficient to provide significant constraints on
magnetic equilibrium reconstructions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The equilibrium state in a toroidal magnetically confin
plasma is determined by the poloidal flux functions of pr
sure P(c) and poloidal currentG(c) across the magneti
flux surfaces. To understand the equilibrium and stabi
properties of such plasmas, it is desirable to constrain
allowed values ofP(c) andG(c) through measurements o
the internal magnetic field structure. This is especially true
the present generation of alternate magnetic confinem
configurations such as the spherical torus~ST!,1 the sphero-
mak, and the reversed field pinch.

Both collisionally induced fluorescence and las
induced fluorescence approaches are under developme
extend motional Stark effect~MSE! measurements to low
field devices~0.1–0.3 T!.2–4 We consider here an evaluatio
of collisionally induced MSE measurements on the PEGASUS

toroidal experiment5 for determination of the plasma equ
librium and stability properties at very high toroidal beta
PEGASUS is an ultralow aspect ratio ST withR;0.45 m, a
;0.4 m, I p;0.3 MA, andBt~vacuum!,0.1 T.

Two features distinguish the present study:~1! the as-
sumed extremely lowBt ; and ~2! the requirement that both
the tilt of the field lines and the total magnetic field streng
be measured. The field line tilt angle gives a strong c
straint on the plasma current densityj (c) and henceG(c),
while the total field constrains the plasma pressureP(c).

In this article, we first consider the Stark structure fro
a model diagnostic neutral beam injected into the PEGASUS

plasma. Attention is given to those issues that are espec
challenging at low field. We then discuss MSE measu
ments via a linewidth modulation technique as an appro
which can provide sufficient sensitivity for PEGASUS-like
conditions. This is followed by signal-to-noise estimates
a practical beam and spectrometer arrangement.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
b!Electronic mail: fonck@engr.wisc.edu
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II. MODEL MOTIONAL STARK SPECTRA

The motional Stark effect arises from the electric fie
induced in a neutral beam atom’s rest frame as it crosses
internal magnetic field of the plasma,E5nÃB. Hydrogen
atoms experience a linear Stark splitting, with the Ha(3 – 2)
transition separating into nine components of significant
tensity, but this spectrum usually appears as a triplet st
ture due to several broadening influences. The energy dif
ence between the Stark manifold components depends o
total electric field perpendicular to the optical line of sigh
with the central lines being polarized perpendicular~s! to the
direction of the electric field and the symmetric satellite lin
polarized parallel~p! to it. Ideally, one wants to measure th
direction of polarization to obtain the field line tilt angle an
the magnitude of the line splitting to measure the total m
netic field.

The problems inherent in these measurements at
field are well understood, as the Stark splitting is small d
to the low fields in the plasma.3,4 Several processes conspi
to produce significant line broadening of the observed sp
trum, making it difficult to resolve the line structure and/
measure small fractional polarization directions. Line broa
ening arises from the divergence of velocities in neut
beam sources, thermal broadening of the beam neutrals,
ited resolution of the requisite high-throughput spectrome
and line-of-sight broadening. The last arises from the ra
of viewing angles which, with the beam emissions, a
sampled across an optical collection system. This is, in p
tice, the limiting factor for achievable resolution at lo
fields. On PEGASUS, the line-of-sight broadening is reduce
by limiting the width of the collection optics to values whe
the Stark spectrum is partially resolved. Since the Stark sp
ting is on the order of 1–2 Å, the lens width is practical
limited to ;1 cm for the lens–beam distance of;60 cm.
These limitations are exacerbated by the relatively low be
energies in the diagnostic neutral beams often available
small facilities. The net result is relatively low polarizatio
fractions and poorly resolved Stark line structure.4
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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A final critical complication is the Stark contribution
from the intrinsic radial electric field in the plasma.3 At low
magnetic fields, this intrinsic radial field can become com
rable to or larger than the induced motional field and ma
MSE measurements extremely problematic at best. Th
fore, on PEGASUS, we require a strictly radial line-of-sigh
when collecting light from the beam. This in turn requir
that the beam injection direction be variable to provide s
tial profiles.

With these conditions, model spectra have been
culated for a 30 keV H0 neutral beam for a realistic view
ing geometry in PEGASUS. The model includes the basi
Stark manifold, the beam thermal broadening~1 eV!, the
divergence broadening~0.8°!, and the line-of-sight broaden
ing for a 1 cmlens and 0.5 cm wide sample area in the be
cross section. Figure 1 shows sample spectra calculate
Btotal50.15 T and 0.3 T, the range of values expected
highly paramagnetic plasmas with vacuum fieldsBvac

;0.05– 0.15 T. The Stark structure is only barely resolved
the higher field strength and manifested at the low field by
apparent polarization-dependent linewidth. Nevertheless,
influence of the motional Stark field on the basic line stru
ture is readily evident. To see this, Fig. 2 shows the f
width at half maximum~FWHM! of thep ands components
individually and the total linewidth as functions of total ma
netic field.

III. LINEWIDTH MODULATION APPROACH

The goal here is to measure both the direction of
magnetic field line, which is given by the direction of pola

FIG. 1. Calculated Stark line profiles for Ha at representative magneti
fields for the PEGASUS viewing geometry.
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ization of the components of the Stark manifold, and the to
magnetic field strength, which in turn is given by the ma
nitude of the Stark splitting or broadening~in the unresolved
case!. This is achieved by comparison of measurements
the p ands components of the line structure.

Such measurements can, in principle, be achieved
detailed line-structure measurements with a high-resolu
spectrometer and multichannel charge coupled device de
tor, wherein one measures two spectra at different polar
tion angles. An alternative approach, which we consi
here, is to use linewidth modulation spectroscopy and b
row techniques from turbulence measurements.6–9 The basic
approach is to rotate a linear polarizer at frequencyV to
repeatedly vary the observed spectrum from thep to s com-
ponents, and use a high-speed, high-throughput multicha
spectrometer to measure the oscillations in the resultant l
width. This linewidth will modulate at a fundamental fre
quency of 2V and the frequency characteristics of this lin
width are readily measured as the frequency characteris
of the second moment of the spectral distribution

V[
* I ~l!@l2l̄ #2dl

* I ~l!dl
>

( j 51
M I ~l j !@l j2l̄ #2

( j 51
M I ~l j !

. ~1!

As shown in the earlier studies of ion temperatu
turbulence,8 the photon-statistics noise level in a measure
the varianceV is related directly to the total number of pho
tons detected,Ng . In particular, the noise power density inV
is given by the inverse of the total photon count rate acr
the spectral line:

sn

V
>A 4BW

dNg /dt
, ~2!

where BW is the frequency bandwidth over which the sig
is integrated.

The total field strength is obtained from the amplitude
the fluctuating linewidth, while the phase difference betwe
the observed linewidth fluctuation and the polarizer an
gives the field line tilt angle. In both cases, the extraction
the desired measurable is aided by the fact that one is
forming cross-spectrum analysis with a clean reference
nal. This minimizes the noise floor in each measurement

FIG. 2. FWHM vs total magnetic field for the total line and the separ
polarized components.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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The actual statistical noise floor is raised by the fin
spectrometer resolution which reduces the modulation de
of the linewidth.8 The photon-noise level in the actual Sta
manifold variance is given by the product of the measu
linewidth and the logarithmic derivative of the real and me
sured linewidths

Ṽreal

Vreal
5

d ln~Vreal!

d ln~Vmeas!

Ṽmeas

Vmeas
. ~3!

The logarithmic scale factor is readily calculated by mod
ing the line structure with the known spectrome
passband.8 It plays the same role as a reduction in the pol
ization fraction does in conventional MSE measurement
that it reduces the contrast of the desired measurement.

Measurement of the linewidth modulation has the adv
tage that it is not susceptible to variations in the beam ene
since the measurement analysis automatically compens
for changes in the lower order moments of the linewidth~i.e.,
the total intensity and line center orEB!. A time-averaged
measure of the total field is readily produced.

Compared to conventional MSE polarization measu
ments, which use a single spectral channel for polariza
measurements, this approach provides a modest decrea
the photon statistics noise floor since all photons across
spectral line are used. In practice, this is at most abou
factor of two improvement. More importantly, the linewid
modulation approach offers a path to the total field meas
ment.

The main disadvantage compared to conventional M
is the need for more a complex multichannel spectrom
assembly, with its attendant calibration requirements. Thi
turn makes the expansion to multiple spatial channels m
costly. This may be alleviated by use of more advanced sp
trometer concepts.10 In any case, it may be a worthwhil
approach for experiments such as PEGASUS where even a
single spatial point measurement can provide a signific
added constraint on the magnetic equilibrium reconstruct

IV. SENSITIVITY ESTIMATES

We consider here a model spectrometer design to e
mate the expected signal-to-noise values of these mea
ments for PEGASUS-like conditions. We assume that th
minimal linewidth amplitude and cross-phase measurem
are limited by photon statistical noise to derive the no
floor. Of course, additional systematic uncertainties will ra
the total uncertainty, but photon noise level estimates
provide sufficient information to guide deployment de
sions.

The baseline spectrometer design is that used for
original HF-CHERS ion temperature fluctuatio
experiment.8 It consists of anf /4 Echelle grating spectrom
eter with a 1/2 m focal length. With a resolution of;0.4 Å
~0.1 mm slits! and 2 cm high slits, the optical throughput
;0.001 cm2 sr. This matches a collection lens of 6 cm hig
and 1 cm wide with a sample area in the plasma of 2 cm h
by 0.5 cm wide. The rectangular lens is used to minimize
line-of-sight broadening in a manner similar to that e
ployed on the National Spherical Torus Experiment.11 The
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throughput of this system can readily be increased by a
tor of 2 or more by employing multiple viewing lenses an
shifted entrance slit assemblies, if needed.

The neutral beam is assumed to be a small diagno
beam withEB530 keV, I B51.5 A, and a net attenuation i
the plasma core region of about 0.3. The population of
n53 excited state of H0 is derived from a multistate beam
attenuation/excitation model to be 0.0012, giving a total l
intensity of 231012 photons/cm2 s sr.

We assume an avalanche photodiode detector array
an effective quantum efficiency~after accounting for the ex
cess noise factor! of 0.4, plus a net spectrometer and colle
tion optics efficiency of 0.1–0.2. Over a 5 msintegration
time, this gives the total number of photons collected acr
the line profile to beNg;106.

The minimal uncertainty in the total magnetic field
given by the statistical noise in the linewidth fluctuation a
plitude in the limiting sample bandwidth, and is

sB'F ]B

]~Ṽ/V!
G F ]~ ln Vreal!

]~ ln Vmeas!
G sn

V
, ~4!

where the first term is derived from the Stark line model, t
second is the aforementioned contribution from finite inst
mentation linewidth~;2 for the baseline model!, and the last
term is derived from the minimal uncertainty in the varian
of the intensity distribution (Ng

21/2;1023). The resulting
minimal noise in the total field measurements is shown
Fig. 3, along with the derivative of the magnetic field wi
respect to the relative linewidth from the Stark line mod
Even if the final noise floor is 2–3 times greater than the
photon-noise floor estimates, the uncertainty inB is on the
order of 20 G or so. Measurements ofB with this uncertainty
level should provide strong constraints on the magnetic e
librium reconstruction.

Uncertainty estimates of the field line tilt angle~i.e.,
tan21@Bpol /Btor#! are derived in a similar manner by consi
ering the statistics-limited uncertainty in the cross phase
tween the linewidth fluctuation measurement and the re
ence polarization angle. The minimal error in the cross ph

FIG. 3. ~Left! Inverse derivative of linewidth amplitude vs total magnet
field. ~Right! Photon-noise uncertainty level in total field from fluctuatio
amplitude measurement.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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angle at frequencyf depends on the coherence function b
tween the linewidth and polarization angle waveforms.12

For the case where the measured line variance is g
by a harmonic oscillation with a constant phase shift plu
small amount of noise, the coherence (g2) can be shown to
depend on the ratio of the spectral power density in the p
ton noise to that in the modulating linewidth

gm,P
2 ~ f !'

1

11
dPn

d f
/
dPn

d f

'
1

112/@AN~ ñm /nm!2#
, ~5a!

su'
1

AN~ ñm /nm!
. ~5b!

Equation 5~b! gives the statistics-limited uncertainty estima
in the cross phase. This quantity is shown in Fig. 4 a
function of total field for the reference case depicted in F
1. The photon-noise limit to the tilt angle is then of ord
0.2°, which is comparable to that obtained on the high-fi
tokamak plasmas. It corresponds to an uncertainty in
central magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! safety factor of
q(0);60.04 for PEGASUS-like plasmas. Even with adde

FIG. 4. Statistical uncertainty in measured tilt angle vs total magnetic fi
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systematic uncertainties, the levels forsu are small enough
to constrain the current density profile in the MHD reco
struction. This is especially true for larger radii, where t
field line tilt is quite large asBpol.Btor andu.45°.

V. SUMMARY

Variations on the design discussed above could be
ployed to improve the projected signal-to-noise ratios for
field magnitude and tilt angle by a factor of 2 or mor
Higher throughput spectrometers, multislit spectromete
multilens collection optics, and a higher energy diagnos
beam would all increase the capabilities of such meas
ments. Even so, the baseline design suggests that the
width modulation measurements discussed here have the
tential to provide significant internal field measureme
~both magnitude and orientation! in low-field configurations
such as the ST.
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